NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR WITHDRAWAL OF FIXED DEPOSIT

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1. All application for withdrawal of fixed deposit is no longer permitted to be submitted by e-mail. This is because MM2H Centre could not confirm on the validated (Certified True Copy) documents when the documents are scanned for upload.
   **Effective date: 4 March 2019**

HOUSE PURCHASE
1. Participant may submit a copy of the Sales and Purchase Agreement (SPA) without the receipt of a home payment provided that the SPA is validated (Certified True Copy) by the relevant authorities.
2. Participant may submit SPA of the dependent’s name provided that the dependent is the valid holder of MM2H Social Visit Pass during submission.
   **Effective date: 4 March 2019**

CAR PURCHASE
1. For the new car purchase, participant is required to submit receipts of payment as a proof of purchase. Other document such as invoice will be rejected.
2. For the purchase of used cars between participant and other individuals, participant must submit a Grant of Change Car Ownership and a Validated Sales and Purchase Agreement between both parties as a proof of purchase.
   **Effective date: 4 March 2019**

MEDICAL EXPENSES
1. Participant may submit a receipt of payment for medicines purchased at Pharmacy or other related fee such as consultation, hospital admission as evidence of medical expenses.
   **Effective date: 4 March 2019**